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ABSTRACT

With the software development, their complexity increases along with their influence in business and
industry, therefore we always need patterns that can satisfy the needs of customers within a sensible period
of time and affordable cost. And also as the commercial software develop, multiple users interaction is one
of the fundamental problems in a software system that it requires to control the users access level. This
architecture is the evolution of MVP design pattern and it's aimed at using dynamic programming along
with the features of event driven architecture over this three purposes: Reducing the costs, reducing the
time and controlling users’ access level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As we know the main requirements of commercial software development are reducing the time
and costs of software development to interact with multiple users and controlling users access
level. We strive to design a kind of architecture within a sensible period of time and affordable
cost. This  architecture  Inspired by the dynamic programming ,therefore for  changing a program
you don’t need to change the main structure of the program .for example when you want to
change the user interface you shouldn’t change the core of the software and the core can match
with any different user interfaces. As we explained this new architecture is the evolution of MVP
design pattern that it's allows you to implement various layers of software separately. In this
architecture some infrastructure was designed for user access control by change the meddle layer
of MVP pattern. Users' access level was divided to four access permission: Delete, Add, Edit,
view.

This architecture was trying to add some mechanism for user's access level. In addition it's trying
to design the user interface automatically. It means when the software modeling changed then
user interface will change automatically. Along designing automatically this architecture add
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some information to software modeling layer. Sending the invalid information to data base will
increases the server's overhead. Also the lake of detecting user's error system before sending
information to a data base system will cause to user confusion and it occur some sudden errors.
For resolving these problem's first we have to validate the user's information before sending them
to data base.  If an error occurred, system will prevent to sending information and shows user a
suitable message. This mechanism is developed in high-level layers of this new architecture.
In this architecture we also try to reuse of codes in the same projects. The all layers of this
architecture is considered the public need 's of all commercial project's, this way you don’t have
to design a project  from the beginning  so  You can reuse of an existed software for making
another program's. Therefore we can reduce the time and the costs through code Reuse and
software Reuse.

2. RELATED WORKS

As the software develops and their complexity increases, along with implement a software in a
user interface layer, it increases both the complexity and the testing time. These are why that
software development companies designed the architecture that can reduce the complexity of
software development, therefore you will be able to debugging the programs without any user
interfaces.

In 1990 MVP pattern appeared in Taligent project early on that started by some of the companies
like IBM, APPLE, HP based on C++ language. After a while Mike Patel evolved this pattern for
Java. When the Taligent project was failed in 1997, Andy Bower and Blair Megalshan
complemented Smalltalk user interface by using of this pattern [3].

In 2006 Microsoft developed this pattern to user interface programming in .Net based systems
[2]. MVP is a user interface design pattern that makes the model layer out of the user interface
that it makes it much easier in debugging. This pattern is consisting of these layers:

 The model is an interface defining the data to be displayed or otherwise acted upon in the
user interface.

 The view is an interface that displays data (the model) and routes user commands
(events) to the presenter to act upon that data.

 The presenter acts upon the model and the view. It retrieves data from repositories (the
model), and formats it for display in the view.

Fig. 1.MVP Architecture[1]

Data is sending from Presenter to View by interface data structure and the opposite by calling the
function of Presentation layer and user interface's events. To continue we explained the new
structure called developed MVP.
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3. DEVELOPED MVP ARCHITECTURE

This architecture is the evolution of MVP design pattern but it's changed in Presentation layer,
some sub layer is added. To continue we explain how to implement user access level and the
validations and also we introduce a method to implement the Model and View layers, this way
you can reuse of codes in the same projects and you'll be able to make the user interface
automatically

4. SUGGESTED SOLUTION: PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

We will explain the principles and how to use Developed MVP Model along with an example
using VB language in Microsoft. Net and it's aimed at implementing a student registration system
with these parameters:

 Name (Min Length=2 characters, Max Length=50 characters)
 Last name (Min Length=3 characters, Max Length=50 characters)
 Birth Date (valid values between 1390/01/01 to 2012/01/01)
 Average (Min Length=0, Max Length=20)

In Fig.2, you can see an overview of software's user interface. As you can see in the figure the
Add button Add a new student to the list, the Save button save the changes and you can move
over the list using next and previous buttons.

Fig. 2. View of the Case Study

4.1. Model Layer Implementation

As we mentioned, the model layer determines how data communicate with each other so we need
a table with five fields (First name, Last name, Birth date, Average, Student Id (as a primary key))
this way in model layer some limitations should be imposed for validations on these fields and we
must stop invalid sending invalid information to data base.

A model implementation involves two points: First, the limitations of the fields should be saved.
Second, we have to implement the model layer in such a way that we can use it in the other
projects.

4.2. Model Layer Classes Implementation

Some classes should be made in model layer that in addition to data storage, they have to store the
project limitation's field.
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In developed architecture, part of data validation is performed in model layer. Classes should be
design in such a way that we can use it in the other projects.We also define a class named
"DataField" that the parent class of all fields is located in model layer. (You can see the
implementation in Fig.3).

Fig. 3. Definition of the Class DataField [4]

This class is containing a data validation function that it tasks to control data. The derived classes
have to the Validate function. This function is used to control the values or data entered into a
field. Derived classes validate data by redefine the Validate function and using its futures. There
also is defined a property named FieldName that tasks to save the field's name into a table in data
base. We have a class called TextField that it’s contains the properties for validation restriction.
(You can see the implementation in Fig.4.).

Fig. 4.Definition of the Class TextField

Text field is a derived class from DataField Class. This class is containing two properties,
MinLength and Maxlength that they add validation constraints to the base class
(DataField).DataField class is defined to implement date fields (such as birth date field in the
example). You can see the implementation in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Definition of the Class dateField

The same as TextField class this class has Min and Max property too. RealField class is defined
to implement floating fields (such as Average field in the example) you can see the
implementation in Fig.6.

MustInherit Class DataFiled
Property FieldName as String

MustOverride Function Validate (Value as String) As
Boolean
End Class

Class DateFiled
InhertsDataField
Property Min as Date
Property Max as Date
Overrides Function Validate (Value as String)

As Boolean
End Class

Class TextFiled
InhertsDataField;
Property MinLength as Integer;
Property MaxLength as Integer;
Overrides Function Validate (Value as String)

As Boolean
End Class
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Fig.6. Definition of the Class RealField

In this new architecture we need a class that can simulate the record of a table into the Model
layer. This class implemented in Fig.7. In fact, in this example, this class stores information about
a person (Such a real person).

Fig.7. Definition of the Class Record

Record class has only a property named Values (It’s an indexer property). As input value it gets a
field name, then stores or retrieves its value. Save function is used for saving changes in data
base. In this part we also need a class that be able to simulate a data base table along with the
operation that can be performed on the table.(this class shows in Fig.8.) that it simulate the
collection of people in the example.

Fig. 8. Definition of the Class Table

This class corresponds to a table in the database. Therefore Name property was defined to store a
table's name; you know tables are the collections of fields and records in the database. Field
Property is equivalent to all these fields. Item Property is used to access the table's records and
editing them. This way a record is retrieved by Item property, after that the changes performed
and finally through the Save function in Record class the changes will stores in database. In the
example, a record corresponds to information of a student. Add and DeleteReccord procedures
were defined to add and delete records. That's clear that the operation of a database table is the
operations such as Add, Delete, Edit and so on.

The classes of this section were defined in such a way that satisfies the needs of the article
example. If we wanted to have more restrictions on the inputs, the other functions should be
added to the class. For example a property can be added in TextField class for validating regular
expression. This way you will be able to recognize the phrases such as web site or email
addresses along with implementing suitable validate function.

Class RealField
InhertsDataField
Property Min as Double
Property Max as Double
Overrides Function Validate (Value as String) As

Boolean
End Class

Class Record
Property Values (FieldNameAs String) As Object
Sub Save ()

End Class

Class Table
Property Name as String
Property Fields asList (Of Field)
Property Item (RecordIDas Integer) As Record
Sub Add (NewRecordas Record)
Sub DeleteRecord (RecordToDelete as Record)

End Class
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4.3. Code Reuse in Model Layer

The classes in section 2-4 were defined in such a way that they can used in projects similar to the
example in section 4. Every software development company can create libraries along with
upgrading of these classes according to their needs and use them in other projects.

In more complex projects, derived classes of DataField have to be developed for the other types
of data. For example when you want to save the persons photo, you need a class inherited form
DataField and also implement an image field. Finally all these classes can collect in a library (for
example ModelBase) and reuse in the other projects.

5. IMPLEMENTING PRESENTER LAYER IN DEVELOPED ARCHITECTURE

In developed architecture presenter layer has these duties:

 Reading user's data from view layer.
 Validating data entered by model layer, also check the user's permission to performing

the requested operation.
 Sending data to the model layer and performing user's command if the data is valid.

Sending data to the presenter layer from model layer is possible through an interface structure. In
developed architecture, the interface is defined in such a way that can be used in the other
projects. Unlike the base MVP, this interface is defined in a deferent way that shows in Fig.9.

Fig. 9. View of Interface View [5]

This interface is containing a SetFieldError function that it sends the validation's errors to View
layer. The error text sent to the View layer but if you needed to send more information to View
layer, you have to define a suitable class for it (this way you can shows user more information
about the error, for example you can show user the reason of the error).

Interface is defined in such a way that can satisfy the features of dynamic programming. So in
developed architecture two functions (GetFieldValue, SetFieldValue) are defined for all fields
instead of each filed has its own property (such as base MVP).

These functions read and write data from view layer. This way a field name with its value is sent
to the view from presenter layer. View layer has to get the value of the sent field and send it to
presenter. This method has two advantages; first when a new field added in the same projects, the
interface data structure shouldn’t redefine and that's clear it reduces coding time too. Second,
interface implementation can be performed automatically because the name and the type of fields
were defined in model layer that it's available through table class. So by using an interface class
implementing of user interface can be done automatically.

Interface IView
Sub SetFieldValue (FieldName as String, Value As string)
Function GetFieldValue (FieldName as string) as String

SetFieldError (FieldName as String, Error As string)
End Interface
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5.1. Checking the Users' Access Level in Presenter Layer

Generally, the presenter layer has four duties in changing data into the model layer: View data,
Insert new data, and Edit new data.

According to these tasks four access permissions can be define: Data view permission, Insert
permission, Delete permission, and Edit permission.

According to design of developed architecture, checking the users' access level and validating
data is performed in presentation layer. As we said each field has its own validate function in
Model layer. In presenter layer this function ensures that data entered into presenter layer is valid,
if data was valid, the requested operation will checked to get the access permission. If all these
steps were completed successfully, data and operation will send to Model layer to be done.
Otherwise an error massage will appear by the interface shows in Fig.9.

5.2. Implementing the Classes of Presentation Layer

As mentioned in section 1-5, four permissions can be define for each user so in Presentation layer
four equivalent function are defined. (You can see the implementation in Fig.10.).

Fig. 10. Definition of the Class Presenter

As you can see in Fig.10, four functions are defined starting with Can. These functions check the
users' access level that have to implement in such a way that can determine the users' access level
based on UserID for all requested operations. Validate function has the task of data validation and
as you have seen in section 2-4 in Model layer each field has its own validate function. That it has
to implement in such a way that can validate data by calling the validate function of Field classes.
The View property must be the same with data interface structure that it's implemented in user
interface. Add, Delete, Edit functions has the task of reading information from user interface
through View interface and also sending the requested operation to Model layer to storing
information, if the information was valid and it had permission to access data. Presenter class is a
base class that you can see in Fig.10.. For custom uses you have to make some derived classes.
Type of viewing information is related to the project. For example, for the example in section 4
the derived class of presenter has to implement like Fig.11.

Class Presenter
Property UserID as String
Property View as IView
Function CanAdd () as Boolean
Function CanDelete () as Boolean
Function CanEdit () as Boolean
Function CanView () As Boolean
Function Validate () As Boolean
Function Add ()
Function Edit ()
Function Delete ()
End Class
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Fig. 11. Definition of the Class Student Presenter

As you had seen in Fig.2, the software user interface shows information to user by Next and
Previous button. So two new functions (MoveNext, MovePrevious) are added to the derived class
that they do the same operations and also the user interface calls these functions.

6. IMPLEMENTING VIEW LAYER (USER INTERFACE)

In starter function of user interface a reference of presenter function should be made and the view
property must be equal to the corresponding object in the user interface. Also according to the
events that occur at the user interface, the related functions in presenter class should be call in
Presenter layer. As we mentioned in section 5, in the main window of software the I View
interface is implemented. You can see the implementation in Fig.12.

Fig. 12. Definition of the Class Main Form

The whole user interface can be created automatically. In fact, we can implement our system in
such a way that it builds the user interface which is appropriate to the Model layer dynamically. It
has a lot of advantages for the systems that are constantly changing. For the example in section 4
consider when you want to have some more information of a student. This change requires some
fields are added to the Model layer. Now if you want the user interface provides the appropriate
Model layer automatically, it should have some controls for data entry on corresponding fields in
Model layer.

The interface defined in section 5 also has the capability to synchronize with any number of
fields. In fact, despite any number of fields and each type of fields you don’t need to redefine the
interface.   You can see in Fig.13) how layers have relation with each other and also how data
transferred between the layers.

Class StudentPresenter
Inherits Presenter

Sub MoveNext ()
Sub MovePrevious ()

End Class

Class MainForm
Implement IView
Property Presenter as StudentPresenter
Sub Load () Handles Me.Load ()
Sub SetFieldValue (FieldName as String, Value As string)

Function GetFieldValue (FieldName as string) as String
SetFieldError (FieldName as String, Error As string)
ButtonNextClick () Handles ButtonNext.Click
ButtonPreviousClick () Handles ButtonPrevious.Click
End Class
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Fig. 13. Follow chart of the Proposed Approach

As you can see in Fig.13, first the user operation runs the function of Presenter layer. Then
presenter layer check the users' access level if it not allowed, an error massage will send to the
user interface layer through the interface. Otherwise, if the user is allowed to perform the
operation, after data validation they will send to Model layer along with requested operation.

6.1. Code Reuse in Presentation Layer and View Layer

The base class of Presentation layer can be optimizing based on the needs of software and be
saving into the special libraries that they can be used by the same projects. In View layer, only the
IView structure defined in Fig.9. can be reuse and the other cases may be different in each project
and should be define again.  For a similar project, the programmer only need to redefine the user
interface along with derived presenter class (Fig.11.) and in some special situation the Table class
(in Fig.8.). The fields classes defined in section 2-4 can be optimizing for the needs of a software
developer company and be used in the same project.
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7. DEMONSTRATION

As we mentioned, one of the main goals of developed architecture is reducing the time and cost
of software implementation. Now we're going to demonstrate it. As we know one of the
parameters to assess the cost and time of software development is the number of code lines that is
written into software. So we're going to implement the example in section 4 with both
architecture the base MVP and the developed MVP, overall we'll compare number of lines of
code written into the different layers. In developed MVP, the reusable classes are not included to
our compression because these classes can be used in several projects.

7.1. Comparing Number of Lines of Code in Model Layer

In base MVP we need a class to stores the student information and also a class is needed to
simulate the collection of students. Overall 23 lines of code are needed in this section. In Model
layer, for each field the derived class of data field has to be initialized. And this job is done in a
derived class of Table class (introduced in section 2-4). Overall 14 lines of code are written in this
section.

7.2. Comparing Number of Lines of Code in Presenter Layer

In base MVP you need a class to implement the Presenter. This class has to implement the
functions that should perform the user operations. In the example in section 4 this class requires
operations Delete, Add, Edit, MoveNext and MovePrevious. Overall they are included 48 lines of
code. In developed MVP, only you need to define a derived class of the class was defined in
section 2-5. Overall it is included 21 lines of code.

7.3 Comparing Number of Lines of Code in View Layer

The lines of code are almost the same in both the base MVP and the Developed MVP.

7-4 - The chart of Comparing Number of Lines of Code in Two Architectures

In the chart in Fig.14. numbers of lines of code in two architectures are comparing.

Fig. 14. Comparison between Several Architecture

In Fig.15. the total number of lines of code is compared. As can be seen in the chart, the total
number of lines of code written in all layers is reduced. Overall it is reduced about 29 present.
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Fig. 15.Comparison between Total Numbers of Lines of Code

8. CONCLUSIONS

In a software development company the base classes of Model layer are defined only once so
testing and debugging the software is done only once. This way time and cost of software
developing are significantly reduced. Also coding can be significantly reduced by this
implementation because these classes can be used in several projects.Because of the complete
separation of Model, View and Presenter layers we can develop the software along with different
user interfaces, and also these separated layers can be designed by different programming
teams.Testing and debugging of View and Model layers can be done easily without using an
special user interface, so some different testing and developing teams can work on separated
layers.This architecture has the ability of building, changing and implementing the user interface
by providing a software package automatically.
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